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Scope of Report. 
, The cover letter states that although the original 

intent had been to study the communications intelligence a~tivities_ 
and the level of' cryptographic sophistication of the non-English 
speaking countries of the world,_ because of the ·sensitivity of 
the information to be.compiled in the cryptographic phase, the 
report has been limited solely to the 0omint activities of 
foreign powers t@urm lotl )!z · ' 

fJ/'t'',#/////JJ/ Comint activities have been divided i~to two separate 
fields: 

1. 

2. 

Special intelligence efforts '(considered to 
include the ability of' a country to read t~e 
encrypted messages of another cotj.ntry ·even
though the process involves methods other than 
cryptanalysis)• · 

Traffic intelligence efforts (considered to 
deal with the ability of a country to locate 
and identif'y'the call signs, procedures or 
other extennals of traf'f ic used by another 
countr~. " 
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CONCLUSIONi:;) 
~~oJ. A recapitulation of the foregoing data shows that the 
following nations are probably engaged in Comint activities 
to the extent indicated: 

LARGE SCALE: 

MODERATE SCALE: 

E0.3.3(h)(2) 
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SMALL SCALE: 
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MINOR SCALE: 
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V. COHMEH'l' S 

1. Th§ report is not so comprehensive _. detailed or-informative , - . 
as had been expected from such a study, nor do the possible 
sources seem to ha.vu been exhausted. 

2. · T:1 e study is apparently-limited to post-World Wa~ II material. 
It would appear, however, ~.t this limitation has in ai ·ed 

- the in-formation available such couPtr ·es as 

Jo •l1i!J~ !~:o:r!!a.w~f .!; f'~r~1i:;;~!~1~~~1 !;!~~! · :!!:;.~~: _ .. ·······.·_ ... J1 

1

. 
· v ·or 81nxr reactivation~s a actually tal;:en place,,at W 

3. The list of names of persons engaged in Comint activity 
·"' is limited ancl the in.formation about 'each is ex r r 

4. 

brief. Sohm miss- ellin ·s were also noted: 

The chart setting forth known or suspected special iht e.lli
gence efforts of each nation as regards the systems 0$ 
other _,n-'3.tions as mentioned in papa~ ph 202 as an app°endix , 

<(-~~-,.-~-~missing. . . 
f. It is believed th£t such a study might better be n mid.er

taken by rt -person from AFS!:. who is throughly versed in 
Comint activity rather than by a person from the Ceritral 
lntelligence.Agetlcy. 
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-- "J4> 3. Conside_ring the world:;icl~- domint picture it is -~~-it~vi~~~t'~ ·>- ·J·--xj<f>I 
that the majority_ of na~F' !'ID~9A•lCitrS1&919'1g a c~rtain pe:r;c~ht~g-~~{~,-~;,~il 
·o~ de~pyption "jl;hilough analysis, are1following th'e least line 'of resi•st»aneAe~f~~ 
a~d the oid adage that "one crib is worth ten thousand asswnptio~s ;n: ;:J'~'.~~:J1 
a result we find that intercept coverage is essential to comp1ement -p11Y,s:i'.q.a~ll 
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compromise of· cryptographic material.'' · "' - -~,,. 'J~~ 
(',' ~::~~ ~~ 
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.:to4.0utstanding 0£ the non-English speaking nations undoubtedly 
is thd !whose own security precautions and its apparent violently 
active Comint offensive belies its own cryptanalytic talents.'', 
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< j.,~ < ,..lo~· The I I area appears to be well 

· .. ,,_;'.~! 
controlled insofar as traffic ··--~ti 

~ ~ << ,~j;~ in.telli{.ence activities are concerned." . "-~ "- ~ 
-- .' : .,~~j 

,,.J..O (, In Latin ~erica the onl evidence available oints to intercept' , . : 0~~ 
a tivities in the ·· __;:;) 

•·.i.•7 Needless to say the 1raffi c of the United States is a major 
target for the Comint units of the leading powers• Those countries 
suspected of reading or attempting to read U.~. systems are as 
follows: 
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